Luneau Technology Debuts Eye Refract at Vision Expo East

*Refraction System Provides Consistent, Reliable Refraction in 3 Minutes*

BENSENVILLE, Ill. (PRWEB) March 14, 2019 -- Luneau Technology is introducing a revolutionary refraction system, the Eye Refract, to the US eye care professional market at the 2019 Vision Expo East in New York City.

As patient demands continue to grow, eye care professionals are challenged to find ways to practice more efficiently while maintaining the highest standards of care. The Visionix® Eye Refract is an innovative refraction system designed to meet the space, speed, and consistency needs of the busy primary eye care practice.

Eye Refract combines a patented, Dual Hartmann-Shack Aberrometer with a digital phoropter to provide superior automated wavefront refraction measurements with intuitive subjective refinement, allowing the typical two step refraction process to be refined into one step. With the Eye Refract, autorefraction and subjective refinement can be completed in the pre-test room on a single instrument in just 3 minutes.

Visionix developed an intuitive algorithm based on standard subjective bracketing techniques, making Eye Refract the only dynamic refraction system. This artificial intelligence is the unique feature that allows Eye Refract to provide an optimized refraction for consistent, reliable measurements.


Luneau Technology USA will be offering demonstrations of the Eye Refract at Booth LP4445 during Vision Expo East. For more information, visit VisionixUSA.com or contact Luneau Technology USA at 800-729-1959.

About Luneau Technology: A pioneer in wavefront technology for the optical industry, [*Luneau Technology*](https://www.luneau.com) manufactures and distributes products under the Briot®, Weco®, and Visionix® brands with the goal of allowing everyone access to innovative technology. The Luneau Technology Group is a global company consisting of 10 wholly owned subsidiaries and over 170 distributors worldwide, with state-of-the-art production facilities based in France and Israel.
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